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Abstract 
Let the polynomials {P,(x)}n°~0, orthogonal with respect o a symmetric positive definite moment functional a, be 
eigenfunctions of a linear differential operator L. We consider the orthogonal polynomials {PA'(x)}~0 and {PA"~(x)}~0, 
which are obtained by adding one resp. two symmetric (Sobolev type) terms to a. In all the cases we derive a representation 
for the polynomials and show that they are eigenfunctions of one or more linear differential operators (mostly of infinite 
order) of the form L+pA resp. L+#A +vB+#vC. Further it is investigated to what extend the eigenvalues can be chosen 
arbitrarily and finally expressions are given for the other eigenvalues. (g) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
MSC: 34A35; 33C45 
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1. Introduction 
Let ~3 be the space of all real polynomials and let {P.(x)}~o be a system of polynomials with 
deg[Pn(x)] =n for each n, which are eigenfunctions of a linear differential operator L =L(x)  mapping 
2 into ~3 with eigenvalues { n}.=0, which are not all zero. Hence 
LP.(x) = 2.P~(x) for all n E {0, 1,2 .. . .  }. 
In [1] a system of polynomials {P~'(x)}~0 = {Pn(x)+ #Qn(x))}~= 0 was considered, where # is a 
real parameter and {Qn(x)}~0 denotes a system of polynomials with deg [Q.(x)] ~<n. The object 
was to find linear differential operators .4 mapping ~3 into ~3 and numbers { .}~=0 such that the 
polynomials {Pf(x)}~0 (linear perturbations of {P.(x)}~0 ) are eigenfunctions of the linear operator 
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L +#A (a linear perturbation of L) with eigenvalues {2~ +/ ta ,}~ 0 (linear perturbations of {2,}~0), 
i.e. 
[(L - 2nl) + #(A - ct~I)]P~(x) = O, n = O, 1,2,.. . .  (1) 
Here ! denotes the identity operator. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the polynomials 
{Q,(x)}~0 are derived such that operators A mapping ~3 into ~3 and numbers {~n}~0 exist. The 
main applications in [1] (see also [2]) were found in the polynomials, which are orthogonal with 
respect o an inner product, originating from an inner product for the classical orthogonal polyno- 
mials, by adding a discrete term, possibly of Sobolev type. Three different kinds of discrete terms 
added to the inner product were studied, the first of them concerning the general case of classical 
orthogonal polynomials and the other two concerning classical orthogonal polynomials with respect 
to a symmetric inner product (Gegenbauer and Hermite polynomials). In this paper are considered 
three cases of adding two different symmetric terms to a symmetric inner product. In a way similar 
to [3] representations of the polynomials are found and moreover in each case it is shown that the 
polynomials are eigenfunctions of linear differential operators of the form L + #A + vB + #vC, it 
is investigated to what extend the eigenvalues can be chosen arbitrarily and finally expressions are 
given for the other eigenvalues. Since by the results of this paper the existence of such a linear 
differential operator (mostly of infinite order) is guaranteed, it is a challenge to actually compute the 
eigenvalues and the coefficients of the differential operator, certainly if this operator turns out to be 
of finite order in some cases. Examples will be given in the last section. 
2. Symmetric and special perturbations 
2.1. Orthogonal polynomials and differential operator 
Let tr be a symmetric positive-definite moment functional (see [7], Definition 1.4.1) and let 
{Pn(x)}~0 with deg [Pn(x)] = n be the polynomials orthogonal with respect to a. Then for all x 
and all n E {0, 1,2,...} we have P , ( -x )= (-1)"Pn(x). Further let {2n}~ 0 be a sequence of real 
numbers with 20 = 0 and {2n}~1 not all equal to zero such that {P,(x)}~0 is a polynomial set of 
solutions of 
L y(x) - ~ ei(x)y(i)(x) = }~ny(X). (2) 
i=l 
Here {ei(x)}~ is a sequence of polynomials with deg[ei(x)]<<.i for all i C ~ \ {0}, called the 
coefficients of L. 
2.2. Symmetric perturbation 
Let q~ be the symmetric bilinear form (of Sobolev type if l > 0) defined by 
dp(p, q) = (a, pq) + #[p~)(c)q(l~(c) + p~t)(-c)q~l~(-c)], 
where p,q C ~3, # > O, c > 0 and l c {0, 1,2 .. . .  }. The polynomials {Pff(x)}~0, orthogonal with 
respect o ~b, can be written as 
= P. (x)  + (3) 
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with 
n 
Qn(x) = E q.kPk(x). 
k=0 
By using the notation 
(r) (s) P2 (x)P~ (y) 
Kff#)(x'Y) = (a,P~) , n,r,s C {0, 1,2 .... }, 
k=O 
we have (see [2]) 
(t l) P.~(x) = [1 + i~{K'."_, (c, c) + (-1)n+'Kff'_9(e,-c)}]P.(x) 
(0 (o,0 1 "~n+l rz(O,l) ;-uP.' (c){K.~_, (x,c) + ( -  j ~._, tx , -c )}  
or  
(4) 
t 
0~l+2t+l = 0~1+1 q- E (21+2j+1 -- J.l+2j-I )ql+2j+l +2j+l. (1 1) 
j= l  
aXn_ 1 ,,.A., / \ - -  ) n--I ~.X, - -C )  Pn(x) r"(°'Ot" c) -Lt I~n+IK (°'0" " 
P"U(x)=P"(x)+u P(.O(e) z(t'Ot- c )+( - . j  l . . ._ l tc, -c ) 1 v,+l v(t,0. (5) 
XXn_ 1 k t:, 
Hence 
(t,/) qn. =K~._1(c,c)+(-1 ~"+lv(t'O" . fl lkn_ 1 re, -c) .  (6) 
Since for k < n 
-P~O(c)Pff)(c)[1 + ( -  1 )n+k] 
q.k = (o', P~) ' (7) 
it is obvious that q.k = 0 if n + k is odd and hence for all x and all n E N we have P~(-x)  = 
(-1)"Pfl(x). We may conclude that in the case that P~.O(e) # 0 for all n E { l , l+  1, l+2, . . .}  the set 
of symmetric polynomials {P.~(x)}~0 given by (5) is a symmetric linear perturbation of {P.(x)}~0 
of the class l (see [2]). We will call {Pff(x)}~0 the symmetric (l,e,#)perturbation of {P.(x)}~o 
and we know that there exist operators A of the form 
Ay(x) --- ~ ai(x)y(°(x), (8) 
i=1 
where {ai(x)}~< is a sequence of polynomials with deg[ai(x)] <.i for all i=  1,2, 3,.. . ,  and sequences 
of real numbers { .}.=0 with c¢0 = 0 such that 
(L + #A)P.~(x) = (2.+#~.)Pff(x), n = 0, 1,2 . . . . .  (9) 
The numbers - ~l+1 o~ t~.I.= can be chosen arbitrarily and the values of {~.}.=1+2 and the operator A are 
uniquely determined when these arbitrary numbers have been chosen. We have for t C {1,2, 3 .... } 
l 
O~l+2t = 0~1 "~- E ('~l+2j - -  "~l+2j-2 )ql+2j l+2j, (10)  
j=l  
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2.3. Special perturbation 
Let ~b0 be the symmetric bilinear form (of Sobolev type if l > 0) defined by 
~b0(p, q) = (0, pq) + ttp(°(0) q(')(0), 
where p,q E ~,  tt > 0 and l E {0, 1,2 .. . .  }. The polynomials {P~(x)}L0, orthogonal with respect 
to q~0, can be written as (3) with (4). We have (see for instance [1]) 
P,~(x) [1 + pX~tl)(O, O)]P.(x) (0 (o 0 = - pP~ (0)K~2, (x,0). (12) 
Hence 
q,, = K~t_'z~)(0, 0). (13) 
Since for k < n 
q.k = (o., 52 ) , (14) 
it is obvious that q.k = 0 if l + k or l + n is odd and hence for all x and all n C ~ we have 
Pf(-x)  = (-1 )"Pf(x). We may conclude that in the case that P~(t)(0) ¢ 0 for all n ~> l with n - l 
even the set of symmetric polynomials {Pf(x)}~o given by (12) is a special linear perturbation 
of {P.(x)}~0 of the class l (see [1]). We will call {Pf(x)}~0 the special (l, tO perturbation of 
p o~ { .(x)}.= 0 and we know that there exist operators A of the form (8) and sequences of real numbers 
{~.}~0 with ~0=0 such that (9) is valid. The numbers {~t+2~-,}~ and, if l > 0, the numbers {~.}~.=~ 
oo can be chosen arbitrarily. The values of { t+2~}t=~ and the operator A are uniquely determined, when 
these arbitrary numbers have been chosen. We have for t E {1,2,3,...} 
t 
cq+zt = ~/+ ~ (2l+2j - 21+V-2) ql+v l+2j. (15) 
j= l  
3. Two symmetric perturbations 
3.1. Representation of the polynomials 
In this section we consider the polynomials {Pf'V(x)}~o, rthogonal with respect o the symmetric 
bilinear form (of Sobolev type) defined by 
I/] 1 (p, q) = (a, pq) + #[p(l, )(c1 )q(Z, )(c I ) + p(li )(-el )q(l,)(_cl )] 
+v[p(12)(c2 )q(5)(C2 ) -b p(12)(-c2 )q(12)(--C2 )], (16)  
where p,q ¢ ~,  # > O, v > O, cl > 0 and c2 > O, 11,12 C {0,1,2 .. . .  } and (c1,ll) 7 ~ (c2,12). With- 
out loss of the generality we may assume 
Ii ~<12. 
We construct hese polynomials by first taking the symmetric (l~, cl, #) perturbation of {P,(x)}~0, 
thus obtaining the polynomials {Pf(x)}~0 orthogonal with respect o 
~bl(p, q) = (a, pq) +/t[p (t~)(cl )q(t, )(cl ) + p(t~ )(_cl )q(t~ )(_cl )]. 
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Afterwards the symmetric (•2, C2, V) perturbation of {Pf(x)}~ 0 is taken. By Section 2.2 we can write 
1 hn+ll I.'( Ii, Ii )1~ P~' (X)=[1  -}- [2{K~ll ' l l l)(Cl,Cl)+(-x ) "~-.-1 ~.tq,-Cl)}]Pn(x) 
--Id~,(/~)(cl"''(°'l')(x, cl) + ( -1  "+l' lr~(O'll) / )~lXn_ 1 ) /kn_ 1 iX, --C1 )}. (17) 
In a way similar to [8], Proposition 3.2, in the next proposition a formula is derived for the kernel 
~ PY(xlPi~(y) 
G,(x ,y ;#)= ~l(p  f p/, . (18) 
i=0 ", t , i ..' 
Proposition 1. 
G,,(x, y; #) + ( -  1 )mG,,(x, -y ;  I.t) 
=K.(x, y) + ( -1 )mK. (x , -y )  
{K, (°''')(x, C 1 ) + ( - -  1 )m+llK(O'l' )(X, --Cl )}{K (ll'O)(cl, y )  + ( -  1 )mK,(/*'°)(cl, -y )}  
-#  
1 + ~l{K(l>l')(Cl,Ci) -~- (--1)m+l'K(l"ll)(c1,--¢1)} 
(n,m C {0, 1,2,...}). 
Proof. It is well known that the kernel G,(x, y; ~) has the reproducing property 
(~1 ( Gn(x, y; ~), q(x) ) = q(y) 
for any polynomial q(x) of degree ~<n. If we put 
G.(x, y; #) = ~ C.,i(y; #)Pi(x) 
i=O 
then 
l± ,) C~l(Gn(x,y;I.~),Pk(x))=Pk(y)= a, C,,,i(y;It)Pi(x)Pk(x \ i=0 
(ll) --~#[G~ll'°)(Cl, y; ~)P(k I, )(C 1 ) -[- G~/, ,°)(-Cl  , y;  #)P~ ( -c1) ] .  
It follows that 
Pk(Y) 
co,k(y; ,,) - 
which leads to 
Then 
[a(.',,°)(Cl, y; u ) + G(.".°)(-¢,, y; )1 
(11 0)  . (0 11) Gn(X, y; #) = g,(x, y) - #[G~l"°)(cl, y; #)K,(,°'l')(x, el) + G, ' ( -c , ,  y, #)K, ~' (x, -el)] .  
Gn(x , y; I~) -~- ( -  1 )mGn(x , -y ;  ~ ) 
=K.(x, y) + ( -1 )"K . (x , -y )  
--~Kn (0'11)(X, C, ){ O('l'O)(cl9 y; ~) -~- (--1 )mG~'l'O)(cl, -- y; ~) } 
• .-{0,t,)t.. -Cl ){G~t"°)(-c,, y; U) + (-1)mG~z~'°)(-c,,-Y; #)}. --tma v', 
(19) 
(20) 
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If we notice that G(.l"°)(--cl, --y; #) = (-- 1 )ll G~tl,0)(Cl, y; ]2) and hence that G(.h'°)(-Cl, y; ]2) = ( -  1 )tl 
G.Ul,°)(cl,--y; ]2), we find 
G.(x, y; ]2) + ( -  1 )mG.(x, - y; ]2) 
=Kn(x, y) + ( -  1 )mKn(x, -y )  
--~u{G(H/I'0)(CI, y; ]2) + ( -  1 )mG~Ib°)(Cl, --y; ]2)} 
X {K~ 0, l1 )(x, c I ) -71- (--  1 )m+l'K. (°' II )(X, --C 1 )}. (21) 
When we differentiate Ii times with respect to x and then substitute x = el we get 
o~l"O)(Cl, y; ]2) + ( -  1 )mO~ll'°)(Cl, -y ;  ]2) 
=X (ll 'O)(cl, y) + ( -  1 )mK~ll '°)(Cl, -y )  
-]2{ G(.h'°)(cl, y; ]2) + ( -  1 )mG(.'"°)(cl, -y ;  ]2)} 
X {K(l"ll)(Cl, Cl ) + (-- 1)m+l'K(II'h)(cl, --Cl )}.  
Hence 
G(h,o),. K. (l''°)(cl' Y) + ( -  1 )mK~l"°)(cl, --y) 
. t,-l,Y; ]2) + (--l)mG(nll'O)(cl,--Y; ]2) = 1 + ]2{K(Ibll)(Cl,Cl) ~- (--l)m+l'K(nl"ll)(Cl,--el)} 
and from (21) we obtain (19). [] 
Now we take the symmetric (/2, c:, v) perturbation of {P.U(x)}~ 0. We obtain 
P~'V(x) = [1 + v{a(nl2_'[Z)(C2,C2; ]2) -~- (--1)n+Iza~12__'[2)(C2,--C2; ]2)}]P~(x) 
1 "~n+12 G(O, 12)tx -VPn~(lD(c2){G(n°-ll)(X, C2; ]A) -I'- ( - -  , n- l  t. ,--C2; ]2)} 
YfK(12'12)lC C "~ [ 1 ~n+12V(12,12)r = 1 + x n-1 t, 2, 21~-k - -  ] /~n-l  ~C2,--C2)} 
r r~(12 II )[ 1 ~n+lI[~(12", ll) C ] l~-n--I k c l '  l _pyre%_'1 tc2,c,) + ( - . .  --._. ( 2,--Cl)}{K~h'llZ)(Cl,C2) -Jr- (-- i  '"+hg(t'''~)~" --C2)} 
1 + ]2{K~/"t l'_ )(cl, cl ) + ( -1  ,]n+/IK(ll'lln-1 )/'~l,t'l, --Cl )} ] 
x [(1 + p(K~'[ ~)(c~, c~ ) + ( -  1 )'+t~K~'~t' )(c~, -c~ )})P.(x) 
--~O(nli)( Cl ){ K~O'lll )(x, c 1 ) "~- (-1)n+l'K~°'_ll')(x,--C 1 )}] 
--v[(1 + #{K~h'lh)(Cl,Cl) + (-1)n+t'K~2"l'l)(Cl,-Cl)} )P(.121(c2) 
--]£en (/')(C 1 ){g(~'l/1 )(c2,131 ) -]- ( - 1 )n+llK~12'll' )(C2, --C 1 )}] 
(0,12) .. l~n+12ld(O,12)[v X {KL, + ( - . ,  --n_, 
frz(O'll)[X C,~ n+ll (0, ll) (11,/2) ] _]2"tt~n_, t , . .+( - -1 )  K'~_, (x , - -C l )}{Ktn_ l  (Cl,C2)+(--I)n+I2K~h'zlD(c,,--C2)} 
, f v ( Ib l l ) [~  -I.- ( l"~n+lllC(ll"ll)t" C J l+t~l lxn_  1 I .C . l ,C l ) - -k - - .  ] -Xn_ l t. I , - -C l )}  
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Hence after simplification we find 
P~(x) rA°'l')t~" 1 ~+z, ~-(o,l,)r~ z~-n--1 "~ 'C l ) '~- ( - - *1  "Xn--I t.*,--Cl) 
P~'"(x) = P,(x) +/~ pr}l,)(¢l) [((I,,1,1~.n_i )(C1,C1) ~_ (__lxn+llv(l,,l,)~ / -IX'n-- l {,Cl, - -C1)  
P.(x) 
+v 
e(nl2)(c2) 
P.(x) 
mn(°'12)[x t2.,] / l'~n+12I"'(O'12)/~ ~ "~ --1 k ,~z... + k - i  ) IX.n_ 1 ~,A,~ --t. .2J 
Kn(12,12)[~ of_ [ l "~n+12 r''(12'12)z -1 kt"2, C2) k -x )  /X-n-I ~,C2,--C2) 
gn(° ' l l ) [x  C t Z l"~n+ll v(O, l l)¢~ 
K~lh  Ii ) l  ~ 1 "~n+ll 12"(ll, I1 )t" 
--1 I , t ' l 'C l ) -~-( - - ' t J  lXn--1 ~.t"l'--C1) 
Kn(12, l, )r ~ 1 "~n+ll K(12, Ii )z --1 I.t~2'Cl)'~-(-- ) n--I t C2 , -c l )  
We write for n E {0, 1,2,. . .} 
P~'V(x) = P.(x) + pQ.(x) + yR.(x) + #v&(x) 
with (4), 
R,(x) = ~ r, kPk(X), 
k=0 
375 
) /kn_ 1" {.X,--C2) 
K,{I,,/~). ~ r lW+l~K(t.l~)- --I ~.Cl,C2) -~ k-- ] n--1 [,Cl,--C2) 
Kn(12,12)z -~ / l xn+IzK(12,ID " .. -1  ~C2, C2J -~ k - -  I n-1 ~C2,--C2) 
(22) 
(23) 
Observe that for any choice of  cl and C 2 it follows that Qn(x)=0 for all n E {0, 1 . . . . .  I1+1}, R , (x )=0 
for all n E {0, 1,. . . ,  12 + 1} and &(x) = 0 for all n E {0, 1, . . . ,  12 + 1}. Further we have q,n > 0 for 
all n C {ll + 2, Ii + 3, ll + 4,. . .} and r,, > 0 for all n E {12 + 2, 12 + 3, 12 + 4,.. .}. Moreover, by 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality it follows that s,, > 0 for all n c {/2 + 2, 12 -+- 3, 12 + 4 . . . .  } unless 
12=l l  or 12=11+1.  
If  12 = 11 (we have assumed Cl # c2 in that case), then $l~+2(x) = 0, &:+3(x) = 0 and s,, > 0 for 
all n E {/2 + 4, 12 -{- 5, 12 + 6, . . .}.  
I f  12 = Ii + 1, then $l~+2(x) = 0 and S,n > 0 for all n C {12 + 3, 12 + 4, 12 + 5 . . . .  }, except in the 
particular case cl = v~c2, since then $1~+4(x) = O. 
Kn( l l , l l ) /~ ~ "l [ l"~n+ll r"( l l , l l )z V(11,12)[~ ~ "~ "xn+12K(ll,12)z --1 k t ' l ' tq ) -~k  - ' t  ] /~n--I [.C1,--Cl) "~-n--1 kcl,c2l+(--lJ n-I tCl,--C2) 
Snn ~ r-r(12,1t)z "" l l~n+llz,,'(12,ll)," g'(12'12)[C~ C~'~ ( - -1  xn+12I''(12"12)/~ "" 
/kn--I [C2, C l ) '~-k - - l )  /Xn-I [C2,--C1) /X-'n-I k z, zj '~- ) aXn-I I . t '2 , - -C2)  
T~'(/2,12)," 1 "trt+12 z.'-(12,12)z rn. =h~- I  [.c2,c2) -~- ( -  1) /~n-I [.C2, --C2), 
z-'-(/l, II )r x ( l~n+l lK( l l , l l ) ' -  q. .=~n- I  ~c l , c l )+~-  j n-1 [,Cl,--Cl), 
In this case we have 
n 
&(x) = ~ s,kPk(x). (24) 
k=O 
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3.2. The operators 
3.2.1. The 9eneral idea 
Let {Pn(x))~0 be a system of orthogonal polynomials as introduced in Section 2.1. We will 
construct linear differential operators, depending linearly on # and v, hence of the form 
L + #A + vB+#vC (25) 
for which the polynomials {P~'V(x)}~0, found in the preceding section, are eigenfunctions and with 
sequences of eigenvalues of the form 
{2~+#~. + vfl. + #v~.}~0. (26) 
Here A is of the form (8), B and C are of similar form. The general idea of this construction 
is as follows. By first taking the symmetric (l~,cl,#) perturbation of {P.(x)}~0 and the symmet- 
ric (12,c2, v) perturbation of the resulting orthogonal polynomials afterwards we obtain a set V of 
sequences of eigenvalues of the form (26), where each element of V corresponds to a linear dif- 
ferential operator, depending linearly on v. In the second construction we first take the symmetric 
X ~ (12, c2, v) perturbation of {P.( )}.=0 and the symmetric (ll cl, #) perturbation of the resulting orthog- 
onal polynomials afterwards. We then obtain a set W of sequences of eigenvalues of the form (26), 
where each element of W corresponds to a linear differential operator, depending linearly on #. By 
[1], Lemma 3.1, it is clear that a sequence of polynomials {rc.(x)}.~ 0 (with deg[rt.(x)] = n) and a 
sequence of eigenvalues uniquely determine a linear differential operator, mostly of infinite order. 
Thus to each element of V A W corresponds a linear differential operator of the form (25). Since 
we are only interested in elements of V N W, we will in the cases that in both constructions certain 
values of ~,,/~, or y, can be chosen arbitrarily, eventually take them the same in both constructions. 
Remark 1. It is sufficient o show that the polynomials {Pff'V(x))~0 are eigenfunctions of linear 
differential operators of the form (25) with eiyenvalues of the form (26) for all but a countable 
set of values of # >~ 0, v/> 0, since all the expressions we obtain are polynomial identities in # and 
v, which in that case will be valid for all values of # >~ 0 and v >~ O. 
3.2.2. The first construction 
In Section 2.2 we have seen that if 
P(,'~)(c~) ~ 0 for all n E {11,l~ + 1,11 +2 ... .  } (27) 
holds, then the polynomials {P#(x)}~0 = {P,(x) + #Q,(x)}~0, orthogonal with respect o 
qbl (p, q) = (~r, pq) + #[p(t, )(cl )q(t, )(C 1 ) ÷ p(t, )(_cl )q(l, ~(_cl )], 
are eigenfunctions of operators of the form L + #A with eigenvalues {2. + # .}.=0, where ~0 = 
.f~ !,/1+1 oc 0, t~n jn=l  are arbitrary and the numbers {an},,=t,+2 can be found with (we use the notation (4)) 
s 
~/l+2.~ = ~ll ÷ Z ()~l,+2j -- 211+2j-z)q6+2j t~+2j, (28) 
j=l  
~t~+2s+X = ~tl+l + ~ (2l~+2j+1 - 2tl+Zj-1 )qll+2j+l t,+2j+l, (29) 
j--I 
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for s E {1,2,3, . . .} .  Similarly, if 
P~'2)(c2) ~ 0 for all n E {12, 12 + 1, 12 + 2, . . .} (30) 
holds, then 
P,I'2)(c2)+#Q~I2)(c2) 7 k 0 for all n E {12,12 Jr- 1,12 +2, . . .}  (31) 
holds for all but a countable set of values of # and the polynomials 
{P.~'V(x)}~0 = {(P.(x) + #Q.(x)) + v(R.(x) + #S.(x))}~0, 
orthogonal with respect to (16), are eigenfunctions of operators of the form L + #A + vB(#) with 
eigenvalues {2. + #7,, + vfl.(#)}.~ 0, where rio(#) = 0, {fl.(#)}l~+, can be chosen arbitrarily and for 
s E {1,2 ,3 , . . .}  
fl12+2s(#) ~- fit2(#) -~- ~ (~'12+2j -4- #~12+2j -- /~12+2j--2 -- #{X12+2./-2) 
j=l 
(12, IQ (/2,12) --C " x{GI2+~-I(C2,  C2;#) -~- GI2+2j_I(C2, 2, #)} ,  
f l12+2s+l(#)= 1~/2+1(#) ~- (•/2+2j+1 "~ #0Q2+2j+l -- 212+2j--1 -- #0Q2+2j--I) 
j=l 
r*'~(12,12)[C ~ __ , 
Here G~(x,y;#) is given by (18). From (19) it easily follows that for n 6 {1,2,3 , . . .}  
[G(12,12)~ C ( l+#q, , )~ ,-I (2,C2;#)q-( l'n+12"~(lz'12)" ) %-1 ~c2, -c2, #)) = r,,, + #s .... (32) 
We choose fls(#)=/3j +#yj  for j E {1,2 , . . . ,  12 + 1}, hence linear in #, and by using (32), (28) and 
(29) we obtain for s E {1,2,3 . . . .  } 
s 
fllz+2s(#) -~- fll2 -}- #~12 -I- Z ()'12+2j -- ~'12+2j-2)(r,,+2j 12+2j "q- #SI24-2j 12+2j), 
j=l 
s 
fl12+2s+l(#) = ~12+1 -~- #Y/z+l ~- Z (~12+2J'+1 -- /~12+2j--1 ) (r12+2j+l 12+2j+1 ~- #S12+2j+1 2+2j+1 ). 
j - I  
It follows that if (27) and (31) hold, then the eigenvalues of the operators L + #A + vB(#), which 
f .  111+1 are linear in v, can be written in the form (26), where g0 = flo = Yo = 0, t~.j~.=~ are arbitrary, the 
numbers { .}.=t,+2 can be found with (28) and (29), st~ ~l~+1 t~..J.=l are arbitrary and for s c {1,2,3 . . . .  } 
s 
fllz+2S = ill2 "~- Z (2 /2+2J  - -  )%+2j-2)ri2+2j 1 +2j, (33)  
j--I 
flt2+2s+l =//l~+l + ~ (2l~+2j+1 -- 212+2j-1 )r/~+2j+l l~+2j+l, (34) 
j=l 
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{~ "[12+1 ~. j,=l are arbitrary and for s 6 { 1,2, 3, . . .} 
s 
'~12+2s = Y12 -~- Z ()]'12+2j - -  •12+2j-2)SI2+2j 12+2j, (35) 
j= l  
s 
Y/2+2s+t = ~12+1 4- Z (~.12+2j+1 -- 212+2j-l)Sl:+gj+112+2j+1. (36) 
j= l  
3.2.3. The second construction 
If (30) holds, then the polynomials {P.*V(x)}~0 = {P.(x) + vR.(x)}~o, orthogonal with respect to 
(a~(p, q) = (a, pq) + v[p(12)(c2)q°2)(c2) + p(12)(-c2)q(t2)(-c2)], 
are eigenfunctions of operators of the form L + vB* with eigenvalues {2. + vfl.}~ o, where fl0 = 
fR  1.12+1 oo O, te ,  Jn=l are arbitrary and for {fln}n=12+2 we have (33) and (34). Similarly if (27) holds, then 
P~t')(c~)+ vR~t')(Cl) ¢ 0 for all n E {l~,l~ + 1, ll +2, . . .}  (37) 
holds for all but a countable set of values of v and the polynomials 
{P~'"(x)}~0 = {(P~(x) + vRn(x)) + #(Q.(x) + vSn(x))}~ o,
orthogonal with respect to (16), are eigenfunctions of operators of the form L + vB*+ #A*(v) with 
, 11+1 eigenvalues {2n + vfln + #~*(v)},~=0, where ~(v)  = O, {~n(v)},=l can be chosen arbitrarily, and for 
t E {1,2,3 . . . .  } 
t 
O~i,+2t(Y ) = O{?,(Y) -'1- Z (~/,+2j Jr- Yfl/,+2j -- /],11+2j-2 -- Yfl/,+2j-2) 
j=l 
X f / '2* ( / ' 'h )  [~ " Y) "~- u / ,+2j_ l l . t -1 ,  - - t - l ,  Y)},  .I~.III+2j_II~I,Cl ' /",*(11,11) t'~ ~ • 
t 
ll+2t+l(Y) O~ll+t(Y ) -'[- Z ("~/l-k2j+l -[- V/~ll+2j+l -- 211+2j--1 - -  Y~lt+2j--l) 
j= l  
f l"~'*(ll'll " Y )  - -  g2-* (11 ' l l ) [~ " Xl',a/ih_2j ) (e l ,C l ,  ~-tllq-2j I , t - I , - -C I ,Y )}*  
Here G2(x. y; v) is given by 
G (x, y; v) = (y)  
,=0 
For G~(x, y; v), analogously to (32), we have for n E {1,2, 3 . . . .  } 
(1 + vrnn)(G,*J'l'l')(cl,c,; v) + (-1)n+t' G~J]'t')(cl,-c,; v)) = qnn + van.. (38) 
f . "l 11+1 J" . )11+1 We choose ~j*(v)=ctj+VTj for j E (1,2 . . . . .  ll + 1}, hence linear in v, and t~jh.=l , t~'JD=l arbitrary. 
/l~-t~+l / Then in the ease  ll < 12 we find for t E {1,2, . . , f i}  We put to = LL~-J and tl = L 2 -" 
t 
O~,+2t(V ) = CZl, "k V];I, "4- Z (/],l,+2j -+- Vfll,+2j -- ,;I,1,+2j-2 - -  Vfll,+2j-2)ql,+2j l,+2j 
j= l  
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and for t E {1,2,...,t0} (if 12 > Ii + 1) 
t 
(X~I+2t+I(Y) = (~ll--1 ÷ YTl,+l ÷ Z (~l,+2j÷l ÷ Y~ll+2j--I -- 2l,+2j-1 -- Vflll+2j--1 )qt,+2j+l t,+2j+t. 
j=l 
This implies that c~(v) = c~j + vTj for j<~12 + 1. By (38), (33) and (34) we obtain for t E {fi + 
1, tt + 2, t 1 ÷ 3,...} 
l 
e~+2t(v) = et~+2t~ + vT/,+Ztl + ~ (2t,+2/- 2t~+zj-z)(qt,+2jtl+Zj  vst~+2jll+Zj) 
j=q+l 
and for t E {to + 1, to + 2, to + 3 .... } 
t 
~*l+2,+t(v) = ~t,÷2,0+~  v7t,+2,o÷t + ~ (,~,+2j+1 - 2~1+2j-~)(qt~+2j+t ~, 2j+t + vst~+2j+l ~+2j+t). 
j=to+l 
It follows that if (30) and (37) hold, then the eigenvalues of the operators L + vB* + laA*(v), which 
f .  111+1 are linear in #, can be written in the form (26), where eo =/30 = 70 = 0, t~t~=l are arbitrary, 
{ ,}~=tl+2 can be found with (28) and (29), J't~/3~+1 o~ tt'njn=l are arbitrary and {~},=~+~ can be found with 
(33) and (34), .r~, ~,+t t, J~=  are arbitrary, for t ~ {1,2,... ,f i} (if 12 > lt) 
t 
7/~+2, = 7/, ÷ Z (~ll+2j - - /~,+z~-~)qz,+~ t,+~, (39) 
j=t 
and for t ~ {1,2,...,to} (if lz > l~ + 1) 
t 
7/,+2t+1 = 7l~+1 ÷ Z (fll,+2j+l -- ~/~+2j-I )qll+2j+l /~+2j+l, (40)  
j=t 
for t ~ {fi + 1, tl ÷ 2, t~ ÷ 3,...} 
t 
7¢,+~, = 7~+2¢~ + ~ (26+~j - 2~,+~j-~)s~+~j~,+2~ (41) 
j=q + 1 
and for t ~ {to + 1, to + 2, to + 3,...} 
t 
~l,+2t+l = 7/1+2to+1 ÷ ~ (,~l,+2j+l -- 2ll+2j-l)Sl,+2j+l l+2j+t" (42) 
j=¢o+l 
3.2.4. Conclusion 
Let the conditions (27) and (30) hold. We see that if the arbitrary values -f0~ ~t,+t and .¢t~ l~2+~ l nJn=t I_t~n Jn= t 
are chosen the same in both constructions, then the values of {0¢n}~1,+2 and {//n}~12+2 become the 
same in both constructions. In the first construction the values -f~, ~+t  t J,= are arbitrary, in the second 
. l l l+l  y,J~,=l, whereas if It < 12, then the values -f~, 112+1 ttnJn=l,+2 are given by (39) and (40). It is clear that the 
second construction imposes the strongest conditions. In order to see what happens with the higher 
values of ])n we consider two cases. 
Case 1: 12- ll is even. In this case 12 = It ÷2t0= It +2it  and we see that relation (35) coincides 
with relation (41) with t=s+f i  and also that relation (36) coincides with relation (42) with t=S+to. 
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Case 2:12 - -  l~ is odd. In this case 12 = l~ + 2t0 ÷ 1 and lz + 1 = l~ + 2t~ and we see that relation 
(35) coincides with relation (42) with t = s + to and also that relation (36) coincides with relation 
(41) with t = s + tl. 
We may conclude that if the eigenvalues are taken as in the second construction, then the cor- 
responding differential operators will depend linearly on # and v, hence they will be of the form 
(25). 
4. Two special perturbations 
4.1. Representation of  the polynomials 
The polynomials {Pf'"(x)}~o , which are orthogonal with respect o 
~h2(p, q) = (a, pq) + pp(t')(O)q(l')(O) + vp(l:)(O)q(J2)(O), (43) 
where p, q E ~,  # > 0, v > 0, Ii, 12 E {0, 1,2,...}, can be found as a special case of  those derived 
in [3]. Without loss of the generality we may assume 
l~ < 12. 
We obtain 
P.(x) ..(o, ,, ). . . .  [P . (x )  /kn_ 1 (X,O) lXn_ 1 i~ ,_  / 
/:~""(x) =P,(x)  + # P,(")(0) K(~'l /1)(0,0) -[- V P~'2)(0) K~,,:)(0,0 ) 
P,(x) K~°'_'~)(x,O) K~°'_'12)(x,O) 
-'~-]AY P( / l ) (0)  K~',")(0,0) K~'1'2)(0,0) 
Prll2'(0) K~' l l l ) (0 ,0 )  K~/_2'I/:)(0,0 ) 
Again for n E {0, 1,2,...} we use the notation (22) with (4), (23) and (24). Here 
q,, = K~'l t' )(0, 0), 
rn, = 0) ,  
(/1,ll) Ip(11,12)((, I K~_ 1 (0,0) O) /~n--1 ~,v, 
Snn= K(/2,1ll)(0,0) K~12_'ll2)(O,O ) 
Note that Q,(x )= 0 for all n E {0, 1 . . . .  , l l}, R , (x )= 0 for all n E {0, 1 . . . . .  12} and Sn(x)= 0 for 
all n E {0, 1,...,/2}. We have q,, > 0 for all n E {11 + 1,1~ + 2,1~ + 3 . . . .  } and r,, > 0 for all 
n E {12 + 1, 12 + 2, 12 + 3,...}. Moreover, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it follows that s,, > 0 
for all n E {l: + l, l: + 2, l: + 3,...}. 
Further it is important o note that in the case that 12 - ll is odd we have K~'lt:)(0, 0 )= 0, which 
implies 
s,, = q,,r, ,  for all n E {0, 1,2,...}. (44) 
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4.2. The operators 
Let { ,(x)},= 0 be a system of orthogonal polynomials as introduced in Section 2.1. We will 
construct linear differential operators of the form (25), for which the polynomials t . ~)J~.=0, 
found in the preceding section, are eigenfunctions. The general idea of this construction is the same 
as in the preceding case. In the following we will put 
,0L ] 
4.2.1. The first construction 
As mentioned in Section 2.3, if 
P~(l')(0) ¢ 0 for all n>~ll with n - Ii even (45) 
holds, then the polynomials {P2(x)}~__ o = {P~(x) + #Qn(x)},~ 0, orthogonal with respect o 
(P2(P,q) = (if, Pq) + #p(ll)(O)q(ll)(O), 
are eigenfunctions of operators of the form L + #A with eigenvalues {2. + #~n}.~0, where ~0 = 
O, {O~n}lnl=l (if l, > 0) and {a,,+2~-~}~1 are arbitrary and {a,,+2~}~=l are given by 
O~l,+2s = 0~l~ q- ~ (~'ll+2j -- J.l,+2j-2)ql,+2j I,+2j. (46) 
j=l 
Similarly, if 
P.~t:)(0) ¢ 0 for all n ~> 12 with n - 12 even, (47) 
holds, then 
P~I~)(0) + #Q~l~)(0) ¢ 0 for all n ~> 12 with n - 12 even (48) 
holds for all but a countable set of values of # and the polynomials 
{PA (x)}.= 0= {(P.(x) + #Q.(x)) + v(R.(x) + #S.(x))}.=0, 
orthogonal with respect o (43), are eigenfunctions of operators of the form L + #A + vB(#) with 
eigenvalues {2. +#~.  + v/~.(#)}.~ 0, where/~0(#)=0, {/~.(#)}~=~ and {/~,~+2s-,(#)}~1 canbe chosen 
arbitrarily, and for s C { 1, 2, 3,...} 
S 
. ~ ~tT_(12.1z) In
]~/2+2s(#) = f i le(#)  "4- Z ()~/2+2j "q- #~/z+Zj -- 2/2+2j--2 -- P~t~lz+Zj--2)Ul2+Zj--l~.V, 0"~ #). (49) 
j=l 
Here G.(x, y; #) is given by 
-~ Pi" ( x lPi" ( Y ) 
G , (x ,y ;#)= ~ ~, . 
,=o ) 
By [8] Proposition 3.2 we have for n E {1,2,3,.. .} 
(12,12) (1 +#qnn)G._l (O ,O;#)=rnn~-#Snn • (50) 
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We choose flj(#)=/~j+#Tj for j  E {1,2 .. . .  ,12} and flz2+2~_l(#)=fl,2+2s_l+#V,2+2s_l (s E {1,2,3 .. . .  }), 
hence linear in #. Now let (45) and (48) hold. Then we consider two different cases: 
Case 1:12 - ll is even. By (50) and (46) we find for s E {1,2,3,.. .} 
s 
/~t~+2s(#) =/b2 + #7~ + ~ (2t~+2j - 2~+2j-2) (r~2+2j g2+zj + ~+z j  ~+2j). 
j= l  
It follows that the eigenvalues of the operators L + #A + vB(#), which are linear in v, can be 
written in the form (26), where ~0 = fl0 = 7o = 0, {~.}~.~=, (if 11 > 0) and {~t,+2s-, }~1 are arbitrary, 
{~,,+2s}s~, are given by (46), {fln}tn~=, and {/1,:+2s-~}~1 are arbitrary, {/~,~+2s}s~ are given by 
flt2+2s = fit2 --k ~ (2/2+2 j - 2t2+2j_z)rt2+zj l:+2j, (51 ) 
j= l  
{?.}l~, and {T12+2s_l}sCX~==l are arbitrary, and {Tl2+2S}s<X~== 1 are given by 
s 
])12+2s = 712 q- Z (2/2+2J - -  l~lz+2j--2)Sl2+ZJ /2+2j" (52) 
j= l  
Case 2:12 - ll is odd. By (50) and (44) we find for s E {1,2,3,.. .} 
s 
fl12+2s(#) = fiZz -~- #712 -~- Z (212+2j q- #0~12+2J -- ~'12+2j--2 - -  #O~12+2j-2)r12+2j 12+2j. 
j= l  
The values at=+2j = at,+2so+2j+l for j ~ {0, 1,2,...} are arbitrary and we see that for any choice 
this will result in eigenvalues which are linear in #. It follows that the eigenvalues of the operators 
L+#A+vB(#), which are linear in v, can be written in the form (26), where ~o=fl0=?0=0, {~,}t,'__ 1 
(if Ii > 0) and {~,,+2,-,}s~1 are arbitrary, {O~ll+2S}s°°=l are  given by (46), {fl.}t.L~ and {~12+2s_l}s°°=l 
are arbitrary, {fl,~+2,}.~1 are given by (51), {7.}t.~1 and {7,~+2s-1}~1 are arbitrary and {7,=+2s},~=, are
given by 
s 
712+2s = 715 -~- Z (0~lz+2J - -  O~12+2j-2 )rl,+2J 12+2j. (53)  
j= l  
4.2.2. The second construction 
If (47) holds, then the polynomials {P*~(x)}~0 = {P.(x) + vR.(x)}~o, orthogonal with respect o 
qb~(p, q) = (~r, pq) + vp{t:)(O)q{t~(O), 
are eigenfunctions of operators of the form L + vB* with eigenvalues {2. + vfl.)~ o, where fl0 = 
0, {fln}t.=__, and {fl~2+~s-,}~l are arbitrary and {fl,2+~,}~ are given by (51). Similarly, if (45) holds, 
then 
P~t~)(O) + vR{J')(O) ¢ 0 for all n>>.ll with n - Ii even (54) 
holds for all but a countable set of values of v and the polynomials 
{P.U'~(x)}~o = {(P.(x) + yR.(x)) + #(Q.(x) + vS.(x))}~ o, 
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orthogonal with respect o (43), are eigenfunctions of operators of the form L + vB* + t~A*(v) with 
* ~ ec * 1~ oo eigenvalues {2. + vfl. + pc.( )}.=0, where e~(v)=0, {~*(v)}l.'=l (if Ii > O) and {e,l+2S--l( )}~=l can 
* ~, oc  be chosen arbitrarily and {~t,+2s( )}s=l are given by 
s 
0{1- +2s (V) = (XT, (V) q_ Z (/].11 +2j _1_ Vj~/, +2j __ ~11 _}_2j_2 __.Oriel1 +2j-21"~/'2-*(1" II )V , l ,  +2j-  1 ~.u,/" ,a,t~" V). (55)  
j=l 
Here 
*v  *v  . . P, (x)P,. (y )  
G,(x ,y ,v )= • . . . . .  . 
' g  ) 
For G~(x,y;v) analogously to (50) we have for n E {1,2,3 ... .  } 
(1 + 1Jrnn)G*(l_ll'll)(O,O; "9) = q,, + l~Snn• (56) 
We choose ~(v)  = aj + vyj for j E {1,2 . . . . .  ll} (if ll > 0) and ~7,+2,_1(v) = ~t,+2,-1 + vyh+2.,,-I 
11 11 
• {~:j}j=l' for s ~ {1,2,3,. .},  hence linear in v, and {~j}j=l, {~,,+2,-l}s~l, {~:,1+2s-~},~1 are arbitrary. 
Now let (47) and (54) hold. We consider two different cases: 
Case 1:12 -- Ii is even. Then we find for s ~ {1,2,...,s0} 
s 
C(l*~+2s(V) = ~1, Or- 1:]:ll "Jr- Z( /~ l l+2 j  q- V~l,+2j -- /~l,+2j-2 -- Vfll l+2j-2)ql~+2j 11+2j (57)  
j=l 
and for s c {1,2,3,.•.} (since 12 = Ii + 2s0) 
s+so I 
~;2+25(V) = 0{/, -1- Z ()]'l,+2j -- )Cll+2j-2)qll+2j ll+2j "~- 11 ]:12 
j=l 
s ) 
+ - &+2s-2)s t ,+2 j  1 +2j • 
j=l 
It follows that the eigenvalues of the operators L + vB* + #A*(v), which are linear in #, can be 
written in the form (26), where ~0 = fl0 = 70 = 0, {~,}z)--1 (if ll > 0) and {~h+2,-,}s~l are arbitrary, 
{~,,+2s}~l are given by (46), {fl,}t,~= l and {fl,2+2,-l}s~l are arbitrary, {flt:+2s}s~l are given by (51), 
{7,}l,~, (if Ii > 0) and {Th+2s-1}~l are arbitrary, {7h+2s}~°_1 are given by 
s 
~:l,+2s = ~:ll -~- Z (fll,+2j -- fll,+2j-2)ql~+2j 11+2j (58)  
j=l 
and {]:12+2S}sC~=l are given by (52). 
Case 2:12 - Ii is odd. We find, using (55) and the fact that in this case G*Jll'l')(O, O; v) = q,, 
for all n E {1,2,3,...}, that {cq,+2s}~l are given by (46) and that {2h+2s}~l are given by (58). 
It follows that the eigenvalues of the operators L + vB* + #A*(v), which are linear in #, can be 
written in the form (26), where ~o = fl0 = 70 = 0, {c~,}t,~l (if l, > 0) and {a,l+2s-1}s~l are arbitrary, 
{cq,+2s},°2__l are given by (46), {fl,}Z,~l and {/~,2+2~_1}s~=1 are arbitrary and {~12+2s}s~a=l are given by 
(51), {3:n}Z,'__l (if II > 0) and {Yh+2s-1}~l are arbitrary, {;:,,+2~},~=1 are given by (58). 
4.2.3. Conclusion 
Let the conditions (45), (47) hold. We see that if the arbitrary numbers {~,}t," l (if ll > 0), 
{~ll+2S_l}s°°=l, {~n}ln21 and {~12+2s_1}s°~=1 are chosen the same in both constructions, then in both 
oo constructions: { ,~+2,}s=, are given by (46) and {flh+2s}s~l by (51). 
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Case 1: 12-11 is even. In the first construction the values {2.}z.~1 and {7/2+2s--1 }s°C=l are arbitrary, in 
the second the values {7.}z.~1 (if ll > 0) and {~h+2,-1}.~1 are arbitrary and the numbers {y,l+2S};°__~ 
are given by (58). Further in both constructions: {~12+2.}s~__~ are given by (52). It is clear that the 
second construction imposes the strongest conditions. 
We may conclude that if the eigenvalues {Y.}n~--1 are taken as in the second construction, then the 
corresponding differential operators will depend linearly on # and v, hence they will be of the form 
(25). 
Case 2:12 - Ii is odd. In the first construction the values {7,}~=, and {~/a+2s_l}sC~==l are arbitrary 
and {7,~+2s}~1 are given by (53). In the second construction the values {y,}t ,  (if ll > O) and 
{Y'l+2s+l}~o are arbitrary and {7h+2s}~1 are given by (58). 
We may conclude that if the eigenvalues {~,,},~ are taken as {7,}t,'_, (if ll > O) and {7~,+2s+1}~L0 
arbitrary, {Y~+z~}~l by (53) and {7z1+2s}.~1 by (58), then the corresponding differential operators 
will depend linearly on # and v, hence they will be of the form (25). 
5. A symmetric and a special perturbation 
5.1. Representation of the polynomials 
In this section we consider the polynomials {P~"'V(x)}~0, orthogonal with respect o the symmetric 
bilinear form (of Sobolev type) defined by 
~b3(p, q) = (o-, pq) + #[p(tl)(c)q(h)(c) + p(h)(--c)q(ll)(--C)] + vp(12)(O)q(t2)(O), (59) 
where p,q E ~3,# > O,v > 0,11,12 E {0, 1,2,...},c > O. 
We construct the polynomials orthogonal with respect o ~3 by first taking the symmetric (ll, c, #) 
perturbation of {Pn(x)}~ 0, thus obtaining the polynomials {P~'(x)}~o, rthogonal with respect o 
4)3(p, q) = (a, pq) + #[p(/,)(c)q(/~)(c) + p(l, )(__c)q(ll )(__C)]. 
They can be written as (see Section 2.2) 
Pn(x) ~"(0' /1 )l" ~t" 1~'~ "~t/+/I ~(0 '  II *'-.-1 . . . . .  . + ( -1  )(x,-e) J "~.-1 (60) 
Pff(x)=P~(x)+ # P(.l')(c) /~£--1r7(11'/l ) ftC, C ) _~_l'~__.tfl"~n--ll~7(ll'll)[l~.ll_l te , - -e )  " 
Afterwards the special (12,v) perturbation of {P.~(x)}~__ o is taken, leading to the polynomials 
{P~,"(x)}~0, for which (see Section 2.3) 
Pff'"(x) = (1 + vO~/2'/2)(0,  0;  #))Pn]3(x) - vV~(12)(o)a~°:l~)(x, 0; #) .  
Here G.(x, y; #) is given by 
Gn(x,y;#)= a zp~ p~"  (61) 
i=0 t//3~, i , i ] 
1. If n - l: is odd, then K(.h'[')(O,c) + (--1)n+l~K~12'(1)(O,--e) = 0 and P.('2)(0) = 0, which implies 
that we can put 
P~'"(x) = CP~(x) 
. 
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for any normalization constant C. We choose 
C = 1 + vK~'lz~)(O,O). 
I f  n - 12 is even, then we proceed as follows. 
respect o y and put c~ = c, thus obtaining 
G},°'t2)(x, y; #) + ( -  1 ) m+12t'~(O'12)[~c %, ,.~. -y ;  P) 
=g(~°'h)(x, y) + ( -  1 )m+lzg~O'lz)(X, - y) 
p {K(,,°'h)(x,c) + (--1)m+llK(°'ll)(x,--C)}{K(ll'12)(c, y) A V (--1)m+z~K('~'h)(C,-- y)} 
385 
We differentiate formula (19) 12 times with 
1 + #{K(~h'z~)(c,c) + (--1)m+llK(l"")(c,--c)} 
Further we put m = 12, y = 0 and divide by 2, finding 
v(O'lz)(x O) # {K(O'I')(X'C) "~- (--1)ll+lzg~O'll)(X'--c)}g(nlbl2)(c'O) G~O'12)(X, 0; #)  = -~n '- ' -- 
1 + #{K(.t"")(c,c) + (--1)l'+hK(ll'll)(c,--C)) 
(62) 
Hence 
p.' (x )= 
f k,-(12, ll ) [(]  t~'~ -I- /" __ 1 Il l  --12 ~7(/2, ll )/'(I __p'~]~ ~.--(11,12)t'r, (~ ~ "] 
1 + vK~'l~2)(0,0) - 1 + #{K~_ 1 (c,c) + ( -1 )  K~_ 1 (c , - c )}  ] 
×[(1 -t- #{g~2'lh)(c,c) + (-1)"+tlK~2'~t')(c,-c)})Pn(x) 
-pP2h)(c){K~°'_'l')(x,c ) + (-1)n+6K~°'_'ll)(x,--c)}] 
-v[(1 + #{K~lZ_'lt' )(c, c) -~- (-- 1 )"+"K~h'l l~ )(C, --C)} )]9(12)(0) 
-pP(n l' )(c){K~12_'16 )(0, C) + (-- 1 )n+l'K~6'lt~ )(0, -C )}]  
[.i(o, h),.. ~x.r ~"(°'" ) c " -  1 ,~, c)+(-a)"+'~K~°'t,'l(x,-c)}K~'1'~)(c,O) - 
x Lit._1 t~,O) - # 1 + #{K~2'[')(c,c) + (--1)I'+12KIh'll~)(C,--C)} 
In the case we consider ( - -1 ) /1÷/2  = ( -1 )  11+", which results in 
I P.(x) 
p:'"(x) =P.(x) + 
1 "~n--liK(O, I I )." l~-nr"'(O'l')['c- 1 ~,  C) -~- (-- ] n-I t x, --C) 
Kn (11"ll)[~ c) -~ ( -l"~n+/I r/'(/1 tl)r --I \L, x ) /~n--'l ~C, - -C)  
[ P.(x) 
+ v 
Kn (°'12)t~ O) 
- -  I t~, 
K~','2)(O, O) 
+ #v 
I P . (x )  1 "~n+ll v(O, ll )," ~._v(°'t')t~ , . c) + ( -  j ~'-.-1 tx , -c )  
Kn(6,/, ), 1 "~n+lI Ic (h'/I )t" ~ --C) -1 W,c )+( - . j  --.-1 t':, 
K~12', II )(0, C) ~- (-- 1 ) gl+'l K~12'1[1 )(09 --C) 
K(0 ,12) [  ~.. ('~ --I \~  v )  
K.(t"12)Cc O) 
K(~'llZ)(O, O) 
(63) 
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By our choice of  the normalization constant C in the case that n - 12 is odd, formula (63) is valid 
for all n ¢ {0, 1,2 . . . .  } and we use the notation (22) with (4), (23) and (24). Here 
_~_ 1 Xt/+ll t..'-(ll,ll )e ~('(ll'll)[~ C) + ( - - I J  /X-n_ 1 (C , - -C ) ,  at/t/ a ~-t/_ l \£.-, 
rt/t/=K~t)'ll~)(O,O), 
K¢.~'lt'~(c,c) + ( -  1 ~t/+l' k "(t''l` ' "xt/--I ) (C, - -C)  
st~. = k.(l~,l~ )(O, c) + (_l~t/+hz(/~,h 
] .txn_ 1 ) (0 ,  - -C )  ~Xn-- 1 
We have 
st~. = qt/t/rt/t/ for all n with n - 12 is odd. 
K~I'_'~ l kc, O) 
K~'1l~(0, O) 
(64) 
Note that Q,(x )= 0 for all n c {0, 1, . . . ,  l I + 1}, R, (x )= 0 for all n E {0, 1 . . . . .  12} and &(x)= 0 
for all n E {0, 1, . . . ,max{la + 1,12}}. We have q,, >0  for all n E {ll +2,/1 +3, l l  +4 , . . .}  and 
rt/t/> 0 for all n E {12 + 1, 12 + 2, 12 + 3,...}. Moreover, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (64) 
it follows that st/t/> 0 for all n E {max{lt + 1, 12} + 1,max{ll + 1, 12} + 2,. . .} unless 12 = l~ or 
12 = Ii + 1. If 12 = 11, then &~+2(x) = 0 and st/t/> 0 for all n c {12 + 3, 12 + 4, 12 + 5,...}. If 12 = ll + 1, 
then &~+2(x) = 0 and st/t/> 0 for all n E {12 + 1, 12 + 3, 12 + 4, 12 + 5,...}. 
5.2. The operators 
Let {P.(x)}~0 be a system of orthogonal polynomials as introduced in Section 2.1. We will 
construct linear differential operators of  the form (25), for which the polynomials {PnV'"(x)}~0, 
found in the preceding section, are eigenfunctions. The general idea of this construction is the same 
as in the preceding cases. We put 
1112- - l , ,+  l J  
s l=  2 
5.2.1. The first construction 
In Section 2.2 it was shown that if 
P(~h)(e) # 0 for all n ¢ {l,, ll + 1, l I + 2,. . .} (65) 
X holds, then the polynomials {P,U(x)},~__0 {P,(x) + #Q,( )}t/=0, orthogonal with respect to 
q~3(P,q) = (t7, pq) + #[p(ll)(c)q(ll)(c) + p(ll)(--c)q(ll)(--C)], 
are eigenfunctions of  operators of the form L + #A with eigenvalues {2t/+pe,}t/~__0, where e0 = 
f . )/1+1 (X oc~ 0, t~nj'n=l are arbitrary and the numbers { n}.=h+2 can be found with 
~11--2S = al l  + ~ (•h+2j -- 21,+2j--2)ql,+2j l l+2j,  (66) 
j= l  
s 
~h+2s+l = c%+1 + ~ ()~l,+zj+l - 21,+2j-l)ql~+2j+l l~+2j+l, 
j= l  
(67) 
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for s E { 1,2, 3,...}. By Section 2.3, if 
p(12)(0) # 0 for all n>>.12 with n - -  12 even (68) 
holds, then 
P,,(l~)(0) + #Q(.12)(0) # 0 for all n>>.12 with n - 12 even (69) 
holds for all but a countable set of values of # and the polynomials 
{P~'V(x)}~0 = {(P.(x) + pQ.(x)) + v(R.(x) + #S.(x))}~o, 
orthogonal with respect o (59), are eigenfunctions of operators of the form L + IIA + vB(# with 
y oo eigenvalues {2. +#~.  + ft.(P)}.=0, where ri0(P)=0, {fl.(#)}~.~ (if 12 > 0) and {fl,~+zs_l(p)}s~_~ can 
be chosen arbitrarily, and for s E {1,2,3,...} 
s 
fl,~+z~(#) = fl,2(#) + ~ (2t~+2j + #~,2+2j - 2,2+2j-2 - #~,2+2j-2)GI~+~)-,(0,0; #). (70) 
j=l  
Here G.(x, y; #) is given by (61). From (62) it easily follows that for n - 12 even 
+ #q,,n)Gn_l" (0,0;#) = rn, + ps,,. (71) 
We choose flj(#) = flj + pyj for j C {1,2,. . . , /2} (if 12 > 0) and flt2+2s-~(#) = fll~+2s-, + #7t2+2,,-~ 
(s E {1,2,3,...}), hence linear in p. Now let (65) and (69) hold. Then we consider two different 
cases :  
Case 1: 12>/ll. By (70), (66), (67) and (71) we find for s c {1,2,3 .. . .  } 
s 
~12+2s(] A) = fl12 Ar #~)12 -~- Z (/~/2+2j - -  ~12+2j-2)(r12+2j 12+2j ~- ]AsI2+2j 12+2j)- 
j=l  
It follows that the eigenvalues of the operators L + pA + vB(#), which are linear in v, can be written 
j" . ]11+1 in the form (26), where ao = rio = 7o = 0, t~.j-.=l are arbitrary and the numbers {O~n}neC=l,+ 2 are given 
by (66) and (67), {fi.}~.~ (if 12 > 0) and {fl,~+2s-l}s~ are arbitrary, {fl,~+2s}~l are given by 
fl12+2s = ills + ()]'/2+2j --  212+2j-2)r12+2j lz+2j, (72)  
j=l  
{7.}t.~=, (if 12 > 0) and {Y,:+2s-,}s~ are arbitrary, and {Y,2+2s}~, are given by 
s 
3112+2s = 712 "~- Z (212+2j - -  ~'12+2j-2)Slz+2J 1 +2j" (73) 
j=l  
Case 2: Ii > l> Since for 1 <~j<~sl we have ql=+2j t2+2j=st:+2j/~+2:=0, by (70) and (71) it follows 
that for s E {1,2, . . . ,s l} 
s 
3t2+2s(p) =/3~ +/~7~= + ~ (2t2+2s + #~2+2j - 2~=+2j-2 -/~c,+2s-2)r~+2s 12+2j. 
j=l  
By (70), (66), (67) and (71) we find for s ~ {s, + 1,& + 2,& + 3 .. . .  } 
1~12+2s(#) = ~12+2s, -{- #Y~2+2,, + £ (~.12+2j -- 212+2j-z)(r12+2j 1 +ai + Itsla+2J 1:+2j)- 
j=s~+l 
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It follows that the eigenvalues of the operators L+#A +vB(#), which are linear in v, can be written 
(~ f0~ ~./l+l (X oo in the form (26), where 70=f l0=V0=. . , t  .J.=l are arbitrary, { .}n=11+2 can be found by (66) and 
(67), {fl.}~l (if 12 > 0) and {fl,2+2s_1},~_l are arbitrary, {flh+2s},~ are given by (72), {7n}t.~=, (if 
12 > 0) and {7,2+2,-,}~t are arbitrary. For s E {1,2,.. . ,Sl} 
s 
•12+2s = ~12 -~- Z (~/2+2j - -  O~lz+2j-Z)rl2+Zj /2+2j (74) 
j= l  
and for s 6 {sl + 1,& + 2,Sl + 3,...} 
712+2s = ~12+2st AV ~ (•lz+Zj - -  212+2j-z)Slz+2j 1 +2j" (75) 
j=s l+l  
5.2.2. The second construction 
By Section 2.3, if (68) holds, then the polynomials {P*+'(x)}~0 = {P.(x)+ vR.(x)}~o, orthogonal 
with respect o 
(~(p, q) = (tr, pq) + vp('2)(0)q(t2)(0), 
are eigenfunctions of operators of the form L + vB* with eigenvalues {2n+vfl.}~0, where /30 = 
0,{fln}~.~ (if 12 > 0) and {flti+2~-~}s~l are arbitrary and {fl~+2s}s~ are given by (72). By Section 
2.2, if (65) holds, then 
P(~")(c)+vR~h)(c) 7 ~0 for all n C {/l,/ l  + 1,l, +2 , . . .}  (76) 
holds for all but a countable set of values of v and the polynomials 
{P:'~(x)}~0 = {(P.(x) + yR.(x)) + I~(Qn(x) + vS.(x))}~o, 
orthogonal with respect o (59), are eigenfunctions of operators of the form L + vB* + pA*(v) with 
• ~*, 'V'~loc eigenvalues {2.+vfl. + ~ .t  H.=0, where ct~(v) . ],+1 = 0, {c~.(v)}.= 1 can be chosen arbitrarily and 
s 
j= l  
x .tuh +2j_lr"~*(l"l') (C,C; v) + G *(t~'l')ll+zj_l ttc, -e;  v)}, (77) 
s 
0{/*I+2s+ICV) : 0{'*I+ICV) -~- Z (~l l+2j+l  "q- VJ~II+2j+I - -  /~ll+2j--I - -  ll]~11+2j--1 ) 
j= l  
f.--,,.(t,,+',),+ _. v) - G*(h'h)tc -c;  v)} (78) ~t_rll+2 j I U, C, l l+2j k ,  
for s E {1,2,3,...}. Here for GT,(x,y;v) we have 
G*Cx, y; v) = £ 
P?V(x) *vCy) 
* *v *v 
,=0 43(  ) 
For G2(x,y; v), by [8], Proposition 3.2, we have for n E {1,2,3,.. .} 
.+tl .(h,t,) + (79) (l~-Frnn){G*(lll'll>(c,c;v)~-(--1) Gn_ 1 (c,-c;v)}=q+.+vsn.. 
- - ' ,  J" . ) / l+ l  f . l l t+ l  We choose ~] (v) = c 9 + vYj for j E { 1,2, Ii + 1 }, hence linear in v, and t aj j-j= ~ , "t r~ J'~= t arbitrary. 
Now let (68) and (76) hold• We consider four different cases• 
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Case 1:12 > l~ + 1, 12- ll even. Since for 1 <<.j<<.Sl we have rl~+2j t~+2j =st,+2j l,+2j = 0, by (77) 
and (79) it follows for s E {1,2,...,s~} that 
s 
~l~q-2s("~) = ~'1 + VTll ~- Z ( /~ I I÷2 j  + V~/I÷2j  - -  ~11÷2j--2 - -  V/~t~+2j--z)q,~+2j ,,+2j- 
j : l  
By (72), (77) and (79) for s E {sl + 1,sl + 2,sl + 3 .... } 
c~l*+zs(V) : c~1,+2s, + v76+2s, + Z (2l,+2j - )~6+zj-z)(ql~+Zj 6+2j q- vsl,+zj l~+2j). 
j=sj+l 
Further by (64), (78) and (79) we have for s C {1,2,3,...} 
c~t*,+2s+l(v) = ~l,+1 + v7l~+1 + ~ (21,+2j+1 + v/~l~+2j+l - 21~+zj-1  V/~t~+2j-1)ql~+2j+l t~ 2j+l. 
j : l  
It follows that the eigenvalues of the operators L + vB* + #A*(v), which are linear in #, can be 
written in the form (26), where ~0 =/~0 7o = 0, ~ 1/,+1 o~ = t . J . : l  are arbitrary, {~n}n=ll--2 can  be found by 
(66) and (67), {fln)~n~l and {fl,2+2s-~}.~ are arbitrary, {fl,2+2s}~ are given by (72), t ~t~+l t.Tn j n=l are 
arbitrary, {7l,+2s)~_~ are given by 
7l~+2s = 7l, + ~ (fllt+2j -- flt,+Zj-2)ql,+2j l,+2j, (80) 
j=l 
{7,2+2s}~1 are given by (73) and {7~,+2s+1}~ are given by 
s 
711+2s+1 = ~)/1+1 "~- Z (/~/l+2j+l -- ~tl-t-2j--1 )ql,+2j+l l,+2j+l. (81) 
j=l 
Case 2:12 > ll q- 1,/2 -- ll odd. By (64), (77) and (79) we have for s E {1,2,3,...} 
~t**+2s(V) = ~, + vTt, + ~ (2~,+2j + v/~t~+2j - 2t,+2j-2 - v/~,+2j-2)q~+v t,+2j. 
j=l 
Since for 1 <~j<~sl- 1 we have rl~+~+~ ~+2~+1 = s~+2~+~ ~+2¢+~ = 0, by (78) and (79) it follows for 
s ~ {1,2 .... ,s~ - 1} that 
s 
O~t*~+2s+l(Y) = 0"~/t+l "q- Y~'~+I ~- Z (~11÷2j÷1 ~- ~)/~/l÷2j÷l -- /~tl÷2j--I -- V/~ll÷2j--1 )qt,+zj+, z~+~s+,. 
j=l 
Further by (72), (78) and (79) for s ~ {Sl,S, + 1,s~ + 2,...} 
s 
~* +~+~(v) = ~+2~,-1 + vT~+~s,-i + ~ (2~,+~j+~ - 2~1+2~-1)(q~1+2~+~ ~,+2~+~  vs~,+2j+~ l+2j+l). 
j=sl 
It follows that the eigenvalues of the operators L + vB* + #A*(v), which are linear in #, can be 
written in the form (26). where ~o=flo =70 =0, {~n}tn'__+~ are arbitrary, { n}.=,~+2 can be found by (66) 
and (67), {]~n}~.~, and {/3,~+2~-~}s~ are arbitrary, {/~,~+2s}~=, are given by (72), -¢" ~,~+1 t~.j~.=~are arbitrary, 
{71,+2S)s°~=l are given by (80), {7t~+~+~ ~s'-~ o~ Ss=  are given by (81) and {7~,+2~+Zs-~}~ = {7~:+2~}s=1 are
given by (73). 
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Case 3: ll + 1>>.12, ll - 12 even. By (72), (77) and (79) for s E {1,2,3 ... .  } 
s 
0{l*+2s(Y) = 0~l, + YTI, "{- Z ('~11+2j - -  "~l,+2j-2)(ql,+2j l,+2j "-}- YSII+2j l l+2j)" 
j=l 
Further by (64), (78) and (79) have for s E {1,2,3,...} 
s 
0{~,+2s+l(V) = ~l,+1 71- YTI,+l "+ Z (/~l,+2j+l "q- Yflll+2j+l -- 211+2j--1 - -  Yfll,+2j--I )ql,+2j+l l,+2j+l- 
j= l  
It follows that the eigenvalues of the operators L + vB* + #A*(v), which are linear in #, can be 
fA. 111+1 ~ oo written in the form (26), where ~0 = fl0 = Y0 = 0, tanJ~n=l are arbitrary, { n}n=l~+2 can be found 
by (66) and (67), {/~}t~, (if 12 > 0) and {fl,2+2~_,},~=, arearbitrary, {fl,2+2,}s~=, are given by (72), 
. l l l+ l  ~nJ'~=l are arbitrary, {Yl,+es},~l are given by 
71,+2s = 76 + ~ (2/,+2j - -  ~t,11+2j-2)S11+2 j l l+2j (82) 
j= l  
and {Yt,+2,+1}~1 by (81). 
Case 4: ll + 1>112, ll - 12 odd. By (64), (77) and (79) we have for s E {1,2,3 ... .  } 
s 
0~l*t+2s(V ) = 0~1, + V71 , -'1- Z (~.6+2j + Vfll,+2j -- 2l,+2j-2 -- Vflll+2j-2)ql,+2j l,+2j. 
j= l  
Further by (72), (78) and (79) for s E {1,2,3,...} 
s 
0{71+2s+l(y) = 0QI+ 1 .ql_ VTll+l .q- Z (~'/ l+2j+l - -  211+2./'-1 )(ql,+a+l l l+2j+l ~- YSlt+2j+l l l+2j+l )" 
j= l  
It follows that the eigenvalues of the operators L + vB* + #A*(v), which are linear in #, can be 
N J'A. 111+1 written in the form (26), where ~0 = fl0 = Y0 = v ,  I.~ZnJ*n=l are arbitrary, {c~}~t,+2 can be found 
by (66) and (67), {fl~}tn~=, (if l 2 > 0) and {/~,2+2s-,},~, are arbitrary, {fl,2+2,}s%, are given by (72), 
. 111+1 ~,,~,=, are arbitrary, {7/l+2S}s~a~l a re  given by (80) and {7~+2,+,}~, by
])l,+2s+l : ~2l,+1 "31- ~ (~t ,+2j+l  - -  /~ll+2j--l)Sl,+2j+l l ,+2j+l" (83) 
j= l  
5.2.3. Conclusion 
Let the conditions (65), (68) hold. Note that Sl = [~ J .  We see that in both constructions 
fA. 71/1+1 O~ cx~ and in all cases t~,j-,=, are arbitrary, { t,+2,}s=~ are given by (66), {~,,+=s+~},~=, by (67), {fln}t,~, 
(if 12 > 0) and {fl,~+:,_,}~, are arbitrary and {flt:+2,}~, are given by (72). For the conditions on 
{7~}~1 we have to consider different cases. 
Case 1:12 > 1~ + 1, 12 -- l~ even. In this case the second construction imposes the strongest 
.I-- "1 t l+l oo oo conditions: tY.~.=l are arbitrary, {7l,+2~}~'-_1 are given by (80), {Yt,+2.+l}~=l by (81) and {Yt=+2~}~=l 
by (73). 
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Case 2:12 > Ii + 1, 12 - -  l l  odd. In this case the second construction imposes the strongest 
f .  1/i+1 cx~ conditions: tY, l',=, are arbitrary, {7,,+2,},~__, are given by (80), {ytl+2~+~}~,~-~  by (81) and {~+2s},< 
by (73). 
Case 3: l~ + 1 )12, l~ - 12 even. In order to obtain eigenvalues which satisfy the conditions of 
both constructions {7,}l,~=~ (if 12 > 0) and {7ta+2s+~ }; =0 are arbitrary, {;~h+2s};ll (if s~ > 0) are given 
by (74), {7~,+2,},~__, are given by (82) and are given by (81). 
Case 4: Ii + 1 > 12, l~ -- 12 odd. In order to obtain eigenvalues which satisfy the conditions of 
both constructions {7,}1,~1 (if 12 > 0) and {y,~+2,-,};'_-i are arbitrary, {7h+2s};ll are given by (74), 
{7lz+2s}~=l by (80) and {Yh+2,+~}2~ by (83). 
Case 5: 1~ + 1 =•2. In order to obtain eigenvalues which satisfy the conditions of both constructions 
,,J,=l are arbitrary, {7,,+2,}s=~ are given by (80) and {7z,+2,+~}~, by (83). 
We may conclude that if the eigenvalues are taken as indicated, then the corresponding differential 
operators will depend linearly on/~ and v, hence they will be of the form (25). 
6. Conclusion 
In the Sections 3-5 three different combinations of two linear perturbations to the orthogonal 
polynomials with respect o a symmetric positive-definite moment functional are considered, all three 
resulting in orthogonal polynomials with respect o a new symmetric positive-definite functional (of 
Sobolev type). In all the cases these orthogonal polynomials turn out to be eigenfunctions of a class 
of linear differential operators of the form (25) with sequences of eigenvalues of the form (26). This 
was shown by considering two constructions, one resulting in a set of sequences of eigenvalues V
and one resulting in a set of sequences of eigenvalues W. Each element of V N W leads to a unique 
linear differential operator of the form (25). 
We found that in all the three cases the values of {~n}n°c__ 1 and {fl,}~l become the same in 
both constructions (they actually are the same as in the case of one perturbation of that particular 
kind), if in both constructions the same choices are made for those values which are arbitrary. The 
requirements for the values of {7,}~1, however, usually are different for both constructions resulting 
in specific conditions for these in order to obtain sequences of eigenvalues belonging to V N W. 
7. Examples 
7.1. Two symmetric perturbations 
Consider the generalization of the Gegenbauer polynomials, polynomials orthogonal with respect 
to the inner product 
F(2~ + 2)  f l  p(x)q(x)(1 -- X 2)~ dx (P 'q)  = 22~+lF(cx a t- 1) 2 a - i  
+M[p(h )(--1)q(tl)(-1) + p(ll)(1)qth)(1)] + N[p(12)(-1)q(Z:)(-1) + p(h)(1)q(t2)(1)], 
(84) 
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p,q E ~3, 12 > II>~O,M>~O,N>>-O,a > - 1, which in the case l~ =0,12 = 1 are studied in [5,6]. In 
the case Ii =0 ,N=0,  generalizing earlier results (see [12-16]), Koekoek [11] (see also [9]) showed 
that the polynomials are eigenfunctions of a class of linear differential operators, of the form L+MA 
and usually of infinite order, and with eigenvalues of the form {2n + Ma,}~ 0. Here L denotes the 
second-order differential operator 
d 
(x 2 -1 )d  x +2(a+l )X~x x 
and 2n = n(n + 2a + 1) for n C {0, 1,2,...}. For M > 0 this class contains one operator of finite 
order 2c~ + 4 if ~ is a nonnegative integer; for other values of ~ > - 1 all operators are of infinite 
order. By the results of Section 3 we may conclude that the polynomials orthogonal with respect 
to the inner product (84) are eigenfunctions of a class of linear differential operators of the form 
L + MA + NB + MNC and for the eigenvalues it is known which can be chosen arbitrarily and 
how the other eigenvalues can be determined. It is shown in [4] that in the case ll = 0, 12 = 1 one 
of these linear differential operators is of finite order if ~ is a nonnegative integer and further this 
operator is given there. 
7.2. Two special perturbations 
We can also consider another generalization of the Gegenbauer polynomials, polynomials orthog- 
onal with respect o the inner product 
F(2~ + 2) f l  p(x)q(x)(1 - X2) a dx + Mp (l')(O)q(l')(O) + Np(6)(O)q(12)(O), (85) (P'q) = 22~+1F(~ + 1) 2 ]-1 
p,q E ~3, 12 > ll ~>0,M~>0,N>~0,~ > - 1. By the results of Section 4 we may conclude that the 
polynomials orthogonal with respect o the inner product (85) are eigenfunctions of a class of linear 
differential operators of the form L+MA+NB+MNC and for the eigenvalues it is known which can 
be chosen arbitrarily and how the other eigenvalues can be determined. In the case N = 0, l l - -0  the 
operators can be derived without much calculation. In [12] Section 6 the quadratic transformations 
p(C(, C() i'--'~ --(c('l )'~ 2 
.P(~"~')r-2,, ,..~)" P(~"-½)r2x 2 .  ~ - 1) ~2n+lkA) /-',~ I ZX -- 1) 
- -  - -X  
P2(2 ' ~)(I ) P~'-  ~ )( 1 ) ' P:(~'+? ( l ) P~(~" )(1 ) ' 
(see [18], (4.1.5)) are used to find linear differential operators for the Jacobi type polynomials with 
fl = 4-½ and the perturbation only at x = 1 from the Gegenbauer polynomials with a symmetric 
perturbation at x =,1-1 as in the preceding case. Later in [10] the general case for Jacobi type 
polynomials with perturbations at x = -1  and x = 1 was studied and from the special case fl = -t- 5 
and the perturbation only at x = -1 ,  a case where the differential operator turns out to be of infinite 
order, we may conclude, using the same quadratic transformations, that in the case N = 0, ll = 0 
the polynomials, orthogonal with respect o the inner product (85), are eigenfunctions of a class of 
linear differential operators which all necessarily are of infinite order, if M > 0. 
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7.3. A symmetric and a special perturbation 
We can also consider another generalization of the Gegenbauer polynomials, polynomials orthog- 
onal with respect o the inner product 
F(2e + 2) p(x)q(x)(1 - x2) ~ dx 
(P'q) = 22~+lF(c~ + 1) 2 1 
+M[p  (l ' /(- 1 )q(l, 3(_ 1 ) + p(ll )(1 )q(l~ )( 1 )] + Np (t:)(O)q(12)(O), (86) 
p,q E ~3, 11,12 E {0, 1,2 .. . .  },M>~0,N~>0, c~ > - 1. By the results of Section 5 we may conclude 
that the polynomials orthogonal with respect o the inner product (86) are eigenfunctions of a class 
of linear differential operators of the form L+MA +NB+MNC and for the eigenvalues it is known 
which can be chosen arbitrarily and how the other eigenvalues can be determined. 
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